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In the first three months of this year, we have upgraded our view toward growth across Europe and Asia, as domestic demand has proven resilient and trade war fears overblown. The euro area’s major economies, save Spain, are expected to see accelerated growth in 2017 and current measures of purchasing manager activity imply 2.5% economic growth. That they will likely modestly undershoot this pace illustrates the current tension between “soft” data, such as surveys, and the “hard” data such as gross domestic product (GDP). This debate is especially loud in the United States, as confidence measures remain high while measures of consumer spending and inflation have been more tepid. Nevertheless, corporate earnings are in a steady rebound, as shown below, and continue to support global equity markets.

The political environment globally remains noisy, yet the effect on financial markets is muted. Near-term, the French elections represent the most important hurdle for risk-taking. In the very likely event that no candidate gets a majority of the votes in the first round (being held Sunday, April 23) a run-off will be held May 7. Our base-case scenario (our view of the highest probability outcome) is that Emmanuel Macron will win the run-off, denying Marine Le Pen the presidency. Current polling supports this, but some caution is understandable given the unexpected Brexit and U.S. presidential election outcomes. Our view that political risk in the United States will be low has generally held up since the election, although with some disappointment around legislative progress. While the failure to bring the American Health Care Act (AHCA) legislation to a vote was a defeat, the evolution of the new administration and the moderation of some of its campaign positions have provided some amelioration.

The biggest surprise so far this year may be the behavior of U.S. interest rates, where a rally in the 10-year note has led to yield curve flattening. This is certainly not what the Federal Reserve wants from the market, as it hopes to raise rates at least twice more this year and to begin slowly shrinking its balance sheet. We likely will need some better hard economic data to ensure Fed desires remain aligned with market expectations. And we believe that better growth data will push longer rates back up, further supported by Fed balance sheet management later in 2017. As we don’t believe the Fed will move more quickly than the markets expect, we don’t think its moves will be disruptive.

GLOBAL EARNINGS REBOUND
Emerging markets earnings fell the most and have subsequently rebounded strongly
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Source: Northern Trust, Bloomberg. Forward earnings per share (EPS) data from 12/31/2015 through 4/14/2017
INTEREST RATES

Spreads between two-year and 10-year U.S. Treasuries have once again begun to tighten. We expect this to be short-lived, as the Fed remains active and growth is solid, although growth in the first quarter looks to be a bit soft. These views are supported by the relatively low unemployment rate of 4.5% and average hourly earnings that have been ticking higher over the last year and a half. Additionally, record optimism of consumers and businesses since the new administration has come into office leads us to expect better growth and higher inflation moving forward.

We believe that rates will rise and the curve will steepen again as the Fed is likely to begin reducing its balance sheet sooner than originally estimated. We think other central banks, most importantly the European Central Bank, will eventually follow suit and begin to loosen their grip on ultra-accommodative policies. All of this contributes to our view that the 10-year U.S. Treasury is headed toward 3% this year. We recommend that portfolios should be positioned short-duration across benchmarks. We do recommend Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) in this environment, to hedge the risk of faster inflation. We would also overweight corporate bonds within an investment grade bond portfolio, as faster economic growth should translate into better cash flows and increased credit worthiness.

CREDIT MARKETS

Despite the recent U.S. equity market sell-off, U.S. credit markets – both investment grade and high yield – have remained fairly well behaved. After some back up in early March, investment grade and high yield spreads have settled into a channel and overall yields have fallen alongside falling interest rates.

Investors pay close attention to mutual fund/exchange-traded fund (ETF) flows – particularly within high yield – because material movements of cash are typically one of the primary drivers of short-term changes in asset valuations. However, a less publicized “fund flow” is the amount of monthly coupon payments received, which often flow directly back into the fund in the form of reinvestments. As shown in the chart, coupon payments are substantial; in fact, they can be of similar magnitude to fund flows. The high yield market benefits from this consistent source of technical support, but sees elevated levels during April and October – in line with the typical semi-annual cycle.

This may help to explain why high yield has held its value in the recent equity market sell-off, wherein the S&P 500 has lost 2.5%. Additionally, strong fundamentals have left investors comfortable using high yield as a source of income, especially as the yield curve has flattened. At this point, we view the asset class as fully valued. While we remain tactically overweight, we have reduced that overweight position from 16% (13% overweight) a year ago to the current 8% (5% overweight) today.
EQUITIES

Much has been made about “Trump trades” and their importance to the markets. Amid all the noise around the global economy and politics, however, one measure of stock market performance recently stood out. The S&P Global Luxury Index includes companies like Hermes, Wynn Macau and Sotheby’s. The name “luxury” is a little misleading, as it also includes companies like Toll Brothers (the homebuilder) and Nike – hence our view of it as a read on broad discretionary spending. While some of the biggest “trades” on the U.S. election – such as infrastructure-sensitive companies – have given back their early outperformance, the Luxury Index has actually gained momentum since year-end. We think this measure helps corroborate the pace of the current global expansion.

We are just starting first quarter earnings season, and we expect the best earnings growth since 2013 – significantly helped by energy and financials earnings. With our move to overweight on developed ex-U.S. stocks this month, we are now overweight all three major regions. We became more positive on the growth outlook for developed Europe and Asia earlier this year, and the current valuations are also supportive. We funded the increase to developed ex-U.S. through a reduction in our U.S. equities overweight, as those stocks have materially outperformed.

REAL ASSETS

While President Trump’s infrastructure ambitions are facing headwinds, global listed infrastructure (GLI) – the asset class – has been growing unabated throughout 2017. GLI has returned 9.0% so far this year (vs. a global equity return of 5.4%). More than half of these gains have occurred over the past month – a 5.1% return in amid a 0.3% fall in global equities during the same period. So why, in the face of lost momentum for a U.S. infrastructure spending program, has GLI rallied?

First, GLI is predominately a collection of companies that maintain infrastructure, as opposed to build infrastructure. Some sectors of GLI benefit from infrastructure spending (e.g., rail transportation) but most don’t. What most GLI companies do benefit from is lower interest rates – both because of their capital-intensive business models and the role their stocks serve as bond proxies. The chart shows the relationship between the “term premium” – the return above and beyond the cash return generated by holding fixed income – and the GLI return relative to global equities. Falling interest rates generally mean a higher term premium, which has historically translated into better GLI returns (on display the past month). Our expectation for rates to eventually move higher will put a cap on future gains, but the attractive dividend yield – in both GLI and real estate – keeps us strategically weighted. Meanwhile, we retain our overweight to natural resources given continued global growth momentum.
CONCLUSION

This month, we made another change in our tactical asset allocation recommendations, reflecting our continued positive view toward global growth. Specifically, we increased our recommended allocations to developed ex-U.S. equities and cash by 2% each, funded by a 4% reduction in our significant overweight to U.S. equities. The move to developed ex-U.S. equities is supported by our constructive growth outlook and attractive relative valuations. The movement to cash is to reflect that, for the first time in years, we expect cash to outperform investment grade bonds. We chose to fund these moves from U.S. equities, to manage overall portfolio risk and also in consideration of the relative value as compared to developed ex-U.S. equities. These portfolio shifts still leave us overweight risk assets, as we remain constructive on the outlook for risk taking over the next 12 months.

Most of the focus on “what could go wrong” turns to the political environment, despite the market’s sanguine approach to political risk of late. The upcoming French elections on April 23 and May 7 are of great interest, as the election of either the Far Right or Left candidates would be a negative surprise to the markets. The Dutch election in mid-March actually saw the Populist candidate underperform polling data, but this may not be a great read into the French electorate. Still, we don’t think either of the more extreme candidates is likely to win the second round, and markets could get a bounce with the election of a more centrist candidate. U.S. legislative progress remains a concern, and the failure of the AHCA legislation to even get to a vote is a disappointment.

We have also been highlighting the potential of a cyclical upturn in inflation as a risk case, but the most recent data looks to reduce this risk. U.S. consumer price inflation in March was weak, with drops in prices in goods ranging from shelter to autos and wireless services. One month does not make a trend, but it does suggest that the odds of a near-term jump in inflation have fallen. The U.S. yield curve has flattened in recent months, supported by a decline in inflation expectations and potentially some moderation of the growth outlook. We do expect a reversal of this trend over the next six months, as we expect the global economic expansion to continue apace. If we are wrong about this, a further flattening of the yield curve will complicate the Fed’s plans to normalize interest rates and also likely temper investor risk appetite.

-Jim McDonald Chief Investment Strategist

INVESTMENT PROCESS

Northern Trust’s asset allocation process develops both long-term (strategic) and shorter-term (tactical) recommendations. The strategic returns are developed using five-year risk, return and correlation projections to generate the highest expected return for a given level of risk. The objective of the tactical recommendations is to highlight investment opportunities during the next 12 months where our Investment Policy Committee sees either increased opportunity or risk.

Our asset allocation recommendations are developed through our Tactical Asset Allocation, Capital Markets Assumptions and Investment Policy Committees. Committee membership includes Northern Trust’s Chief Investment Officer, Chief Investment Strategist and senior representatives from our fixed income, equities and alternative asset class areas.
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